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CITES Conference of the Parties 17:
Coup or Copout?
Posted October 5, 2016 by simon (http://blogs.northampton.ac.uk/law/author/simon/) & filed under Events
(http://blogs.northampton.ac.uk/law/category/events/), Featured Lecturer
(http://blogs.northampton.ac.uk/law/category/featuredlecturer/), News
(http://blogs.northampton.ac.uk/law/category/news/).

Senior Lecture in Law, Dr Simon Sneddon writes:
Yesterday (Tuesday) saw the closing on the 17th Conference of the Parties (CoP) meeting for signatories of the
Convention on the International Trade in Endangered Species of Fauna and Flora (CITES) in Johannesburg,
South Africa.
CITES is the name commonly given to both the Convention itself, signed in 1975, and the organisation which
administers and monitors implementation and compliance with the Convention.
Before considering the success of otherwise of CoP17, it is worth giving a bit of context for the Convention itself.
The origins of the CITES Convention probably begin in 1936 when Dr John C Philips (founder of the American
Committee for International Wildlife Protection) arranged for a study of the species of mammal which had either
become extinct in the recent past, or appeared to be in danger of doing so in the near future. The study was
intended to be:

“invaluable to the work of the Committee in helping to determine those species of
mammals most urgently in need of protection and, at the same time, to estimate factors
[1]
that might have caused the extinction of species.”
(http://blogs.northampton.ac.uk/law/2016/10/05/citesconferenceoftheparties17coup
orcopout/#_ftn1)
Work on the study (carried out by Drs Allen and Harper) began in mid1937, almost the same day that William
Temple Hornaday died. Hornaday, the onetime Director of the Bronx Zoo, had written in 1913:

“the existing legal system for the preservation of wild life is fatally defective. There is not a
single state in our country from which the killable game is not being rapidly and
persistently shot to death, legally or illegally, very much more rapidly than it is breeding,
with extermination for the most of it close in sight. This statement is not open to argument;
[2]
for millions of men know that it is literally true. We are living in a fool’s paradise.”
(http://blogs.northampton.ac.uk/law/2016/10/05/citesconferenceoftheparties17coup
orcopout/#_ftn2)
Hornaday’s work influenced Allen and Harper’s study, and also the negotiations towards the 1940 Convention on
Nature Protection and Wild Life Preservation in the Western Hemisphere (the Western Hemisphere Convention),
[3]
which was signed at the Pan American Union, (http://blogs.northampton.ac.uk/law/2016/10/05/citesconference
oftheparties17couporcopout/#_ftn3) in Washington, DC. This Convention was only technically binding on a

small number of states, and was further weakened by the lack of any enforcement mechanisms. In fact, the 12
[4]
Article Convention lacks any mechanism for enforcement at all, which has led Lyster.
(http://blogs.northampton.ac.uk/law/2016/10/05/citesconferenceoftheparties17couporcopout/#_ftn4) and
[5]
later Rogers and Moore, (http://blogs.northampton.ac.uk/law/2016/10/05/citesconferenceoftheparties17
couporcopout/#_ftn5) to describe it as a sleeping, or paper treaty.
If the Western Hemisphere Convention was not the resounding success that it could have been, it did mark a
concrete step towards multinational agreements to increase the protection for species, whether vulnerable or not.
The idea of a global list of endangered species of flora and fauna was proposed in 1963 by the naturalist Peter
(later Sir Peter) Scott, and the first attempt at such a list appeared in the World Wildlife Fund’s first report in 1964.
[6]
(http://blogs.northampton.ac.uk/law/2016/10/05/citesconferenceoftheparties17couporcopout/#_ftn6)
Two years later, the twovolume Red Data Book was published as a specialist text for the IUCN (International
[7]
Union for the Conservation of Nature) (http://blogs.northampton.ac.uk/law/2016/10/05/citesconferenceofthe
parties17couporcopout/#_ftn7) and, in 1969, the first version of the book which was intended for a wider
[8]
readership was produced by Fisher et al in 1969. (http://blogs.northampton.ac.uk/law/2016/10/05/cites
conferenceoftheparties17couporcopout/#_ftn8) Writing in 1987, Scott argued that the groundwork for his
[9]
ideas was done by, inter alia, Hornaday, Allen and Harper, (http://blogs.northampton.ac.uk/law/2016/10/05/cites
conferenceoftheparties17couporcopout/#_ftn9) and the link is made clearer when it is understood that
IUCN and WWF founding director Harold Coolidge Jr., wrote the forewords both for Allen’s 1942 publication and
the IUCN’s 1969 Red Book.
Out of the same IUCN environment which had spawned the Red Book, came a resolution at the IUCN General
Assembly in Nairobi in 1963 which called for the creation of “a global convention on the import, export and transit
[10]
of endangered species or their skins or trophies.” (http://blogs.northampton.ac.uk/law/2016/10/05/cites
conferenceoftheparties17couporcopout/#_ftn10)
The IUCN’s call for an international agreement was answered a decade later when the Convention on the
International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES) was signed in Washington in May
1973. CITES entered into force in July 1975 after 10 ratifications and since then membership has grown to 180
parties.
The Convention identifies in the preamble that “international cooperation is essential for the protection of certain
[11]
species of wild fauna and flora against overexploitation through international trade”
(http://blogs.northampton.ac.uk/law/2016/10/05/citesconferenceoftheparties17couporcopout/#_ftn11) and
[12]
those species are listed in three Appendices to the Convention. Appendix I
(http://blogs.northampton.ac.uk/law/2016/10/05/citesconferenceoftheparties17couporcopout/#_ftn12) lists
[13]
the species that are at most risk of extinction, Appendix II (http://blogs.northampton.ac.uk/law/2016/10/05/cites
[14]
conferenceoftheparties17couporcopout/#_ftn13) lists those which are at some risk and Appendix III
(http://blogs.northampton.ac.uk/law/2016/10/05/citesconferenceoftheparties17couporcopout/#_ftn14)
those which are at risk in particular jurisdictions.
CoP17 is the latest in a series of meetings which consider, amongst other things, whether to move species
between Appendices. Since CoP1, in Berne in 1976, the approach has been to err on the side of caution (or
indeed, the precautionary principle) when changing the designation of species, because:

“[If CITES were to] err in prematurely removing a plant or animal from protection, or
lowering the level of protection afforded, the result [could] be the permanent loss of the
resource”
At CoP17, some dramatic moves were agreed, and others were not. A full list of proposals can be found here
(https://cites.org/sites/default/files/eng/cop/17/Proposals_for_amendment_of_Appendices_I_II.pdf
(https://cites.org/sites/default/files/eng/cop/17/Proposals_for_amendment_of_Appendices_I_II.pdf)).
The eight species of Pangolin, and African Grey Parrot were moved to Appendix 1, which entitles them to much
greater protection and far stronger restrictions on trade.

Lions, however were not uprated from Appendix II to Appendix I, despite dramatic falls in the number of wild
lions. Instead a plan of increased protection and “a condition to restrict the trade in bone to captive breeding
operations in South Africa – with national export quotas”[15]
(http://blogs.northampton.ac.uk/law/2016/10/05/citesconferenceoftheparties17couporcopout/#_ftn15) was
adopted.
A proposal by South Africa and Zimbabwe for an ivory trade mechanism (essentially a licence to trade stockpiles
of ivory) was thankfully rejected by CoP17, despite heated debate and pressure from the host nation. As I have
written elsewhere (LINK (http://blogs.northampton.ac.uk/law/2014/01/27/environmentalorganisedcrime/)) any
legal trade in ivory stimulates demand for ivory, which can only then be met by illegal ivory. This would have
relegated both CoP17 and the African elephant to oblivion, so I salute that decision.
On the whole, I would echo the sentiments of the WCS VP of International Policy, Susan Lieberman:

“I strongly believe this was among the most successful CoP ever for wildlife.”[16]
(http://blogs.northampton.ac.uk/law/2016/10/05/citesconferenceoftheparties17coup
orcopout/#_ftn16)
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At COP17, the EU could encourage cooperation between source, transit and consumer countries while continuing to recognize and
better understand the role of its own marketplace in illegal trade by focusing on identified key issues such as demand-reduction.Â
Meetings of the Conference of the Parties are attended not only by delegations representing CITES Parties but also by observers.
These include representatives of States that are not party to CITES, of United Nations agencies and of other international Conventions.
Observers from non-governmental organizations involved in conservation or trade are also allowed to participate at the discretion of the
Parties. Although they may participate in the meeting, they have no vote (see Article XI). Find out about a fuel, a technology or a sector.
All fuels and technologies. Fuels.Â 17th Session of the Conference of the Parties (COP) to the United Nations Framework Convention
on Climate Change and 7th Session of the Conference of the Parties to the Kyoto Protocol (COP 17/COP MOP 7). Workshop â€”
Durban, South Africa. Venue.Â COP 17 side events organised by the IEA and the South African Department of Energy. The IEA
participated in a series of events at the UN climate change talks in Durban. The events were hosted by the South African Department of
Energy in collaboration with the IEA, and in partnership with other organisations including the International Renewable Energy Agency
(IRENA) and the French Environment and Energy Management Agency (Ademe). It supports States parties and signatories in their
implementation of the Convention, and gives policy guidance to UNODC to develop and implement anti-corruption activities. The
Conference was established, as per article 63 of the Convention: To improve the capacity of States to implement the ConventionÂ The
Conference has created subsidiary bodies, operating under its mandate, to assist in carrying out its work. They are meant to advise the
Conference and make recommendations to help deliver its mandate (in accordance with article 63, paragraph 7 of the Convention).
Conference of the States Parties. CITES Parties meet every two to three years at the Conference of the Parties (CoP) where they adopt
Resolutions and Decisions to interpret and implement the Convention and assess implementation by Parties. The CITES framework
now comprises more than 90 Resolutions and several Decisions which include actions for specific species and/or specific countries.Â
The next CITES Conference of the Parties (CoP17) is taking place this month, starting next week! A team of EIA campaigners will be
attending and are busy preparing for this important event. EIA is calling on CITES Parties at CoP17 to

